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A comprehensive menu of Oriental Express from Cardiff covering all 17 menus and drinks can be found here on
the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What RacheyPink likes about Oriental Express:
Ordered chicken satay with fried rice and it was delicious. The order arrived earlier than expected and the

delivery driver was friendly. We received complimentary vegetable spring rolls. The chicken satay was so nice I
was craving it all week and decided to order it again. It was just as delicious the second time, and again arrived

earlier than expected by a friendly delivery driver and with complimentary spring rol... read more. What
rwJ2858AD doesn't like about Oriental Express:

Have ordered from oriental express many times and have had no problems with them in the past, until now.
Website did not update status of order, i phoned to have an update, man who answered phone didn't give clear

answer and hung up on me. Phoned straight after, spoke to same person and he told me to f**k off your order on
the way, he didn't take my order number or name. I think the manager needs to speak that man ab... read more.

In the kitchen of Oriental Express in Cardiff, original Asian spices fine traditional courses are prepared, Many
visitors find it particularly great that they can try the versatile, fine Chinese cuisine. The Asian fusion cuisine is

likewise an important part of Oriental Express. Anyone who finds the normal and generally known dishes too
boring should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients enjoy.
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Seafoo�
PRAWN

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

Ric� Dishe�
EGG FRIED RICE

Soup
MUSHROOM SOUP

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Südindisch� Gericht�
PEPPER CHICKEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Sata�
CHICKEN SATAY

Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

SATAY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

VEGETABLES

VEGETABLES

BEEF

CHICKEN
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